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Abstract: The age of the riffle minnow’s individual ranged between 1 and 6 years. The third
age group was dominant in the population (39.13%). The oldest individual was 6+ year old,
with 11.4 cm length and 31 g weight. The sex ratio male: fеmale of the whole population is
66.1: 33.9. The prevalence of the male species is statistic authenticity (χ²=32.2). In different age-classes the sex ratio is specific: male dominated in third year class (period A); the
following period (B) is of balanced sex ratio (fourth age class); in the next year-class (fifth)
females dominate (period C), and only females (sixth age) are in the period D.
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Introduction
Riffle minnow (Alburnoides bipunctatus BLOCH, 1872) is a freshwater, shoal fish. It is
a typical rheophilic species, which is found mainly in fresh and well-aerated waters.
It prefers to live in the shallow upper and middle reaches of the rivers, in the swift
currents, in areas around natural or artificial waterfalls. It has not been an object
of research studies in our country so far. Data on the age and size structure of the
Alburnoides bipunctatus are available for the following water basins from the species
areal: the Niemiec Lake, Poland (BAUCH 1963), and the rivers - Western Dvina, Russia (ZUKOV 1965), Wyzny Lodzkiej and San Dunajek, Poland (SKORA 1972), Rokytna,
the Czech Republic (JOHAL 1979), Turiec (BASTL et al. 1979), Radimna and Eliseva,
Romania (PAPADOPOL, CRISTIFOR 1980), Velika Morava (SORIC, ILIC 1985) the rivers
in Croatia (TREER 2000), and the Ogosta River, Bulgaria (JOHAL 1979). With regard
to the Frame General Instruction on the waters of the EU the riffle minnow should
successfully be used as a test object for nearly all types of water species. The genus
is included in the Supplement III of the Berne Convention.
The purpose of the present work is to determine the age, size and sex structure
of riffle minnow in the process of formation of the population in the Iskar River
after 1990.
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